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Details of Visit:

Author: the teacher
Location 2: Earls Court
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 7 Jan 2011 3.00pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.asianescort4u.com
Phone: 07508969169

The Premises:

A perfectly decent basement flat barely a minute?s walk from the tube station. Best feature for me
was the long wardrobe entirely fronted by a floor to ceiling mirror running almost the entire length of
one side of the room. This offers fantastic, panoramic views of all the action if you are in to that sort
of thing, and I certainly am! Good hot shower and nice, big, clean towels.

The Lady:

I can?t say categorically that the Aki I met is not the girl in the website photos, but if she is, she has
changed her appearance and look quite considerably. The site claims Aki is Japanese and 19 years
old, and the girl in the photos certainly has what I would call that classic, ?Japanese Doll? look with
those big, dark eyes and that ?innocent? look, along with quite pale skin. In fact, Aki is from
Malaysia and has the darker, south-east Asian complexion and looks slightly more mature (I
guessed her age at 23, and Aki told me she was slightly older). But that aside, Aki is still an
absolutely gorgeous young babe! Her face is almost impossibly pretty, and is framed by rich,
tumbling, dark chestnut brown ? almost black ? hair, silky soft to the touch. She has the softest,
most petite yet curvy little body you could wish for. Her tits are two round, juicy little grapefruit sized
delights, and her bottom is a little paradise of a cushion. I became helplessly erect from the moment
she sat down next to me to introduce ourselves!

The Story:

Well, it had been a while since I had had the pleasure of an Asian lady, and I had almost forgotten
how unbelievably sweet and sexy these little angels so often are. Aki is no naive kid, but an
intelligent and independent young woman who clearly has a sense of direction in her life. However,
like so many pretty Asian ladies she has that gentle, accommodating and softly sensual personality
which makes any man in their company feel like a king. Without being in any way false or gushing,
Aki gave me exactly the service I was looking for. I think we understood each other quite well from
the start, and Aki was happy to play the slightly submissive role that I asked of her (I forgot to
mention that her English is really very good ? better than most Asian girls I?ve met in London). I
was to be her perverted guardian ?Uncle James? and was going to take inappropriate advantage of
her whilst she was staying in my care. This would take the form of a pact between us: she wouldn?t
tell her parents what I had done to her if I didn?t tell her parents about her going out clubbing and
staying out late with her friends (things she enjoys in real life). Aki was brilliant, staying in role the
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whole time. She had dressed as I had requested in denim shorts, a white singlet and tennis shoes,
giving her an appropriate ?teen? look. We made a nice, slow build up to the action, with Aki sitting
on my lap and telling me about her day at college. I began to drop hints to her about how I might be
able to adopt a more liberal approach to my guardianship, and Aki acted really well, gradually
getting some idea of what it was I was after. With her gorgeous, petite little body sitting on my lap
like that, my cock was now pushing powerfully and uncomfortably against the inside of my trousers
(I had showered, of course, but had dressed again for the role). I now led Aki by the hand over to
the big mirror and had her kneel down before me, telling her that I had ?something to show her?. I
then released my aching manhood from the confines of my flies and it sprang to freedom in front of
Aki?s sweet, pretty face. Again she was wonderful, feigning awe and surprise. ?What should I do
with it?? she asked innocently.
Well, what followed was a bout of the most delicious sex, tinged with the hint of perversity as I took
?sexual advantage? of my young charge. I had Aki administer the most exquisite OWO as she knelt
before me, her hands behind her back, flicking her tongue up and down the length of my stiff shaft,
licking my balls, and then taking me as far back into her throat as she could. I held her by the back
of her head and throat fucked her (gently, ready to pull out if she couldn?t take it, but Aki handled it
with aplomb) and I was transported to delirious delights. I then pulled her up and undressed that
gorgeous little body, revealing her delectable round titties which I sucked and kissed hungrily, and
her gorgeous, soft little bottom, which also got plenty of lustful attention. We kissed in some lovely
FK and then I spread her back on the bed and licked and lapped at her sweet little pussy. ?Does
this mean I can stay out all night if I want?? she asked. What a star! Before long we were fucking an
all sorts of positions, and all in splendid and exciting view in the mirror. One of my favourites had to
be with Aki riding me cowgirl; it was so easy to lift and position her light body, to squeeze her
bottom and slap it lightly, to suck at her juicy tits. All the while Aki kept up a perfect manner,
humouring her perverted ?uncle? happily for a good cause. ?Why would people think this is
wrong?? she asked sweetly as she rode me. ?It feels so nice!? A little genius! When the inevitable
point of no return arrived, Aki wanked me vigorously to a climactic explosion as I came fiercely on
her chin and tits, and I collapsed on the bed completely satiated and happy.
The remainder of my time with Aki was as happy and relaxed as could be, and it was really nice to
be with an Asian girl who spoke such good English and had an element of sophistication to her
behind her sweetness. I think Aki is having a pretty good time in London and seems to lead quite an
active social life, going out clubbing with her friends. She?s also a fan of computer games and while
I was there one of her chums had come round for a gaming session with Aki after I left.
Aki also works under the name of ?Bonnie? for other agencies, and she also has her own website
as an independent under that name. If you search ?Bonnie Escort London? you should find it. Her
own site has more realistic photos of her than this agency, but they aren?t that good and don?t
come anywhere near capturing how really gorgeous she is. Having never used this agency before
or even come across it in my searches, I was quite cautious at first and asked quite a lot of
questions of the guy on the phone. He seemed English, and came across as quite a decent chap
and answered my questions politely and with understanding, so I think they are a respectable
agency. OK, the photos they have of Aki are a little misleading, but she turned out to be such a
gorgeous little babe anyway that I can forgive them for that. Aki/Bonnie is simply a beautiful and
lovely Asian girl, and I recommend her to any decent guy looking to brighten up his life with a bit of
sexy fantasy.
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